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Executive)Summary&!
Introduction*
This!report!outlines!the!market!opportunity!of!five!potential!new!business!lines,!and!
provides!preliminary!operating!revenues!for!each!line.!!The!identified!opportunities!
are!consistent!with!the!Authority’s!strategic!mission,!are!economically!feasible,!and!
have!attributes!that!the!private!sector!may!not!be!able!to!address.!Each!of!the!new!
business!lines!create!the!opportunity!for!the!Authority!to!contribute!to!Missouri’s!
future!as!their!vision!statement!contemplates.!In!the!course!of!identifying!the!
market!opportunities!a!number!of!possible!threats!were!identified.!The!business!
line!concepts!now!need!to!be!proofed!against!the!possible!threats!as!well!as!
statutory!or!policy!limits.!!
!
This!Executive!Summary!includes!five!sections:!
!
• Overall!Process!and!Findings!
• Business!Line!Ranking!
• Business!Line!Ranking!Narratives!in!order!of!Rank,!
• Assumptions!Used!in!the!Model,!and!
• Next!Steps.!

Overall*Process*and*Findings*
The!sevenLmonth!process!of!developing!proposed!business!lines!investigated!a!
number!of!opportunities!for!the!Authority.!!The!process!started!with!20!ideas!that!
the!Authority!staff!reviewed,!ultimately!selecting!five.!!These!five!ideas!were!
sketched!into!conceptual!business!lines!and!presented!to!five!focus!groups.!After!the!
focus!group!input,!a!review!was!done!of!Missouri’s!demographic!profile!and!
economic!analyses!of!market!potential!were!prepared.!The!preliminary!findings!
were!then!reviewed!with!subject!experts.!!
!
Table!One!provides!a!summary!of!these!findings.!!The!intent!of!Table!One!is!to!
provide!an!overview!of!the!probability!of!success!and!an!estimate!of!the!revenue!
potential!within!the!first!five!years.!It!is!divided!into!four!sections.!!The!first!section!
has!the!probability!and!amount!of!revenue!potential!by!three!time!periods,!the!first!
18!months,!the!next!two!and!one!half!years!and!after!four!years.!For!example,!the!
cell!for!the!first!18!months!Alternative!One!will!read!medium!L!$144,000.!This!says!
that!there!is!a!fair!probability!that!the!Authority!can!earn!$144,000!annually!during!
this!period.!Each!cell!represents!a!discrete!period!and!the!dollar!amounts!are!
annual.!!
!
The!second!section!of!Table!One!shows!the!source!of!the!revenue!calculation.!!The!
assumptions!used!to!calculate!revenue!follow!at!the!end!of!this!Executive!Summary.!!

!
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Again!there!is!a!probability!assigned!to!each!revenue!source!and,!like!section!one,!
dollar!amounts!represent!a!discrete!period!and!the!dollar!amounts!are!annual.!!
!
The!third!and!fourth!sections!of!Table!One!are!an!abbreviated!Strength!Weakness!
Opportunity!and!Threat!(SWOT)!matrix.!The!internal!rating!is!for!the!skill!set!that!
the!EIERA!has!today!and!it!is!recognized!that!the!Authority!has!within!its!control!to!
develop!the!expertise!to!change!this!rating.!A!significant!effort!was!expended!to!
identify!what!the!opportunities!and!threats!may!be!for!the!Authority.!The!external!
factors!are!dependent!upon!emerging!technologies,!federal!and!state!actions,!and!
state!political!boundaries,!as!they!exist!today.!The!assigned!probability!is!a!
culmination!of!the!review.!
!
Table*One:*
Possible*Business*Line*Comparison*of*Success*Probability*and*Revenue*Potential*
Proposed*Business*Lines*
Revenue*Stream*Start*
Date*
12!to!18!Months!LPotential!
Revenue!!
18!to!48!Months!LPotential!
Revenue!!
Greater!than!48!Months!L
Potential!Revenue!
By*Revenue*Source*
Fee!for!Service*Probability!!
Federal!Fee!for!Service!
Probability!!
GrantsL!Probability!!

Alternative*
One*A*Energy*
Efficiency*

Medium!
$144,000!
Medium!
$397,932!
High!$397,932!

External*Factors**
Opportunity!
Threats!

Alternative*
Four*A*Solid*
Waste*

Alternative*
Five*A*Rural*
Assistance**

Medium!
$144,000!
High!$436,188!
Very!High!
$616,406!

Medium!
$288,800!
Medium!
$288,800!
Medium!
$228,800!

Low!$0!
Low!$0!
Medium!
!$128,125!

Low!$0!
Medium!
$175,781!
Very!High!
$703,125!

Probability*of*source*from*which*the*Authority*will*earn*revenue*
Medium!
Medium!
Medium!
Very!Low!$0!
Low!$0!
$144,000!
$144,000!
$288,800!
Low!$114,400!
Low!$0!
Low!$228,800!
Low!$0!
Low!$0!
Too!
Speculative!$0!

Low!$0!

Internal*Skill*Set*
Strengths!!

Alternative*
Three*A*
Nutrient*
Trading*

Probability*of*the*time*frame*that*the*Authority*will*start*to*generate*revenue*

Debt!FinancingL!Probability!! High!$169,132!
ConsultingL!Probability!!

Alternative*
Two*A*Storm*
Water*

Too!
Speculative!$0!
Very!High!
$616,406!

Too!
Speculative!$0!
High!$40,000!

Too!
Speculative!$0!
Medium!
$128,125!

Too!
Speculative!$0!
Very!High!
$128,125!

Medium!
Low!$0!
Low!$0!
$100,000!
Authority's*current*skill*set*to*develop*the*business*line*

Low!

Low!$0!

High!

Medium!

Medium!

Very!Low!

Opportunities*and*threats*not*directly*within*Authority*control*
Medium!

Very!High!

Very!High!

High!

High!

High!

Very!Low!

Low!

Very!High!

High!

!

Business*Line*Ranking*
Table!Two!adds!a!cardinal!scale!to!the!probability!rankings,!where!a!1!is!Very!Low!!!
to!5!Very!Strong,!so!that!the!business!lines!can!be!ranked!across!the!different!
categories.!!Business!Line!Two,!Stormwater!earns!35!points!under!this!ranking!
scheme!and!emerges!as!the!highest!ranked!alternative.!The!second!highest!ranked!
alternative!is!Business!Line!Three,!Nutrient!Trading.!!!
!
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Table!One!pairs!the!potential!revenue!identified!with!the!probability!of!generating!
the!revenue.!Table!Two!provides!a!quantitative!estimate!of!the!probabilities!in!
Table!One.!The!probability!is!based!on!a!number!of!factors!that!include!the!
identified!opportunities!and!barriers,!political!climate!and!amount!of!market!
education!required!both!internally!and!externally.!
!
!
Table*Two:*
Business*Line*Ranking*by*Probabilities**

Proposed*Business*
Lines*
Revenue*Stream*Start*
Date*
12!to!18!Months!L!
Probability!of!Revenue!
18!to!48!Months!L!
Probability!of!Revenue!
Greater!than!48!Months!
L!Probability!of!Revenue!

Alternative*
Alternative*
Alternative*
Three*A*
Alternative*
Alternative*
One*A*Energy* Two*A*Storm* Nutrient*
Four*A*Solid*
Five*A*Rural*
Efficiency*
Water*
Trading*
Waste*
Assistance**
Probability*of*the*time*frame*that*the*Authority*will*start*to*generate*
revenue*
3!

3!

3!

2!

2!

3!

4!

3!

2!

3!

4!

5!

3!

3!

5!

By*Revenue*Source*
Fee!for!Service!L!
Probability!
Federal!Fee!for!Service!
L!Probability!

Probability*of*source*from*which*the*Authority*will*earn*revenue*
3!

3!

3!

1!

2!

2!

2!

2!

2!

2!

GrantsL!Probability!!
Debt!FinancingL!
Probability!

3!

2!

3!

3!

3!

4!

5!

4!

4!

5!

ConsultingL!Probability!

2!

2!

3!

2!

2!

Internal*Skill*Set*
Strengths!L!Weaknesses!
External*Factors**
Opportunity!
Threats!

Total*Points*
Legend*

Identified*Authority's*current*skill*set*to*develop*the*business*line*
2!

4!

3!

3!

1!

Identified*Opportunities*and*Threats*Not*Directly*Within*Authority*Control*
3!

5!

5!

4!

4!

L4!

L1!

L2!

L5!

L4!

25*

34*

30*

21*

25*

Very*Weak=1*

Weak*=*2*

Medium=*3*

Strong*=*4*

Very*Strong=5*

!
!
The!following!narrative!provides!a!discussion!of!each!business!line!including!an!
overview!of!potential!revenue,!opportunities!and!barriers.!!It!is!important!to!note!
that!while!each!line!offers!revenue!potential,!it!is!the!external!threats!that!define!the!
actual!viability!of!the!business!lines!for!EIERA.!!!!
!
*

!
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Top*Ranked*Business*Line:*Storm*Water**
Overview*
The!increased!focus!on!storm!water!runoff!and!pending!changes!to!NPDES!MS4!
permits!creates!an!opportunity!for!the!Authority!to!develop!this!business!line.!The!
Authority!may!work!in!partnership!with!DNR!to!assist!with!the!outreach!and!
education!on!what!the!new!regulations!and!green!infrastructure!mean!for!
communities.!Under!this!scenario!the!Authority!becomes!a!leading!resource!for!
communities!and!a!natural!conduit!to!finance!infrastructure.!!Additionally,!EPA!
consent!decrees!provide!an!opportunity!for!the!Authority!to!assist!the!larger!
communities!in!Missouri!with!reducing!their!financing!costs.!!Finally,!there!will!be!
opportunities!to!provide!financing!to!Phase!II!MS4!permit!holders!and!in!particular!
private!developers.!!
!
Revenue*Opportunities*
Near!term!revenue!opportunities!could!include!a!contract!with!DNR!or!a!federal!
agency!to!educate!and!assist!communities!in!developing!financial!strategies!for!
significant!improvements!in!their!receiving!waters.!There!is!significant!outreach!
necessary!to!achieve!the!elusive!goal!of!improving!surface!water!quality.!!There!
exists!a!unique!opportunity!to!work!with!Kansas!City!and!St.!Louis!both!on!the!
programing!elements!of!their!federal!consent!decree!but!also!to!develop!a!financing!
package!that!will!reduce!their!interest!costs.!It!is!the!two!consent!decrees!that!are!
the!driver!for!the!high!probability!that!the!Authority!will!earn!fees!under!this!
scenario.!The!green!infrastructure!initiative!will!require!innovative!financing!
solutions,!which!the!Authority!may!take!the!lead.!While!this!aspect!of!the!
stormwater!business!line!may!not!generate!significant!debt!fees,!it!has!the!greatest!
potential!for!reducing!the!cost!of!stormwater!management!to!Missouri’s!cities!and!
communities.!!
!
External*Factors*
The!fact!that!this!business!line!derives!from!EPA!and!DNR!goals!reduces!the!threat!
of!other!political!jurisdictions!blocking!entry!into!this!market.!The!threats!to!this!
market!include!the!ability!of!DNR!and!the!Authority!being!able!to!develop!a!
financing!package!that!meets!all!parties’!expectations.!!Additionally,!EPA!actions!are!
another!significant!threat!to!the!shortLterm!generation!of!revenue.!!The!delay!in!the!
new!MSL4!rules!and!EPS’s!indecision!on!whether!to!fully!embrace!surface!water!
quality!management!plans!(SWQMP)!will!delay!communities!willingness!to!embrace!
new!infrastructure.!!!!
!
One!of!the!challenges!with!green!infrastructurei!is!that!projects!are!typically!small!
and!feature!a!mix!of!public!and!private!ownership.!!Developing!bonding!alternatives!
may!be!problematic.!It!may!be!that!this!is!an!area!where!consulting!fees!become!a!

!
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possibility!to!assist!communities!with!developing!their!ordinances!and!financing!
their!plans!through!local!incentives.!
!
Stormwater!management!will!continue!to!be!an!issue!well!beyond!the!time!line!of!
this!study.!This!business!line!has!the!opportunity!to!become!a!staple!of!the!
Authority!as!states!figure!out!how!to!meet!the!MSL4!regulations.!
!

Second*Ranked*Business*Line:*Statewide*Program*
Manager*for*Nutrient*Trading*
Overview*
The!poor!performance!of!the!319!program!nationallyii.provides!an!opportunity!for!
developing!a!regional!nutrient!trading!program.!The!Mississippi!and!Missouri!Rivers!
provide!a!large!enough!watershed!for!the!program!to!have!sufficient!numbers!of!
traders.!
There!is!market!opportunity!for!an!agency!to!take!the!lead!within!Missouri!and!the!
region!to!develop!a!marketLbased!strategy!to!improve!surface!water!quality.!There!
are!two!aspects!to!this!opportunity.!The!first!is!developing!a!market!that!fits!the!
values,!needs,!and!goals!of!the!state!and!region.!!Second,!stakeholders!may!wish!to!
finance!an!upgrade!of!their!infrastructure!to!take!advantage!of!the!nutrient!trading!
revenue!opportunity!creating!an!additional!financing!opportunity!for!the!Authority.!!
*
Revenue*Opportunities**
This!model!estimates!only!contract!or!fee!based!revenue!with!the!possibility!of!
receiving!funds!and!consulting!from!adjoining!states.!Outside!of!the!fiveLyear!time!
horizon!the!opportunity!for!fees!from!bond!issuance!will!increase.!This!business!line!
has!the!potential!to!have!a!significant!budget!from!the!federal!government!with!the!
proper!strategy.!!The!impaired!water!of!the!Mississippi!and!the!Gulf!of!Mexico!is!on!
the!same!scale!as!the!Chesapeake!Bay!and!Puget!Sound!surface!water!quality!efforts.!
Missouri!is!geographically!situated!to!become!a!major!player!in!a!multistate!
initiative!and!this!business!line!has!long!term!potential!that!is!less!dependent!on!
technological!changes!allowing!the!private!sector!to!meet!the!market!demand.!
*
External*Factors*
As!an!infant!market!there!is!a!possibility!that!the!concept!never!matures.!!However,!
the!compelling!need!for!new!approaches!to!surface!water!quality!management!other!
than!imposing!all!the!costs!of!point!source!polluters!will!be!created.!There!are!
threats!to!this!business!line!but!they!are!different!in!important!ways!to!business!line!
alternatives!One,!Four!and!Five.!!These!three!business!lines!already!have!established!
entities!with!over!lapping!missions.!!This!business!line!is!largely!a!blank!slate!and!its!
success!will!be!dependent!upon!the!creativity,!innovation,!and!political!mastery!of!

!
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the!lead!agency.!While!difficult!to!predict!the!ultimate!shape!of!how!EPA!will!
ultimately!deal!with!surface!water!quality,!it!is!the!author’s!belief!that!this!business!
line!alternative!has!the!potential!to!provide!longLterm!revenues!for!the!Authority.!!
!

Third*Ranked*Business*Line:*Energy*Efficiency*
Overview*
Missouri’s!current!energy!efficiency!programs!are!under!performing!relative!to!
other!states.!This!provides!an!opportunity!for!the!Authority!to!develop!financing!
programs!that!increase!the!pace!of!improving!the!energy!efficiency!of!the!state’s!
aging!housing!stock.!The!longLterm!economic!factors!all!point!towards!energy!
efficiency!becoming!a!larger!tool!in!meeting!future!U.S.!energy!needs.!This!implies!
that!the!revenue!potential!for!financing!energy!efficiency!as!a!generation!alternative!
will!be!sustained.*
Revenue*Opportunities**
There!are!a!number!of!initiatives!to!help!residential!customers!improve!their!
homes’!energy!efficiency,!fewer!for!commercial!ventures.!One!of!the!barriers!to!
accessing!the!programs!is!simply!the!time!required!to!figure!out!which!opportunity!
will!save!money.!!Additionally,!there!is!a!state!mandated!initiative,!SB!376,!for!
investor!owned!utilities!but!this!mandate!did!not!include!the!87!public!utilities!and!
rural!cooperatives!creating!an!opportunity!to!assist!these!segments!of!the!power!
market.!!This!business!line!is!estimated!to!have!a!market!potential!for!the!Authority!
of!up!to!$400,000!annually!within!the!short!to!medium!time!horizon.!!
!
External*Factors*
While!a!significant!market!need!exists,!there!are!also!a!number!of!threats!to!
successful!implementation!of!the!energy!efficiency!business!line.!!The!power!market!
is!a!mature!community!with!its!own!regulatory!processes!that!may!not!easily!admit!
new!players!into!their!community,!creating!considerable!barriers!to!entry.!!!
!
Additionally,!longLterm!power!purchase!contracts’!penalty!clauses!offset!any!cost!
savings!to!customers!if!energy!efficiency!efforts!make!a!significant!impact!on!
utilities’!power!requirements.!!
!
While!the!financial!opportunity!is!significant!the!threats!are!also!significant,!earning!
this!business!line!the!third!place!ranking.!The!long!established!political!and!
economic!interests!might!block!the!Authority’s!entrance!into!this!market!reducing!
the!revenue!potential!to!medium.!!The!longerLterm!outlook!has!the!probability!
growing!as!it!is!assumed!that!the!Authority!will!develop!relationships!that!will!
increase!financing!opportunities.!There!is!a!potential!structural!barrier!to!the!
revenue!potential!of!this!business!line!as!well.!!
!
*
!
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Fourth*Ranked*Business*Line:**Statewide*Financing*for*
Rural*Areas*and*Small*Towns**
Overview*
This!business!line!primarily!focuses!on!distributive!energyiii!as!a!way!to!meet!the!
goal!of!supporting!rural!economic!development.!The!combined!heat!and!power!
facilities!(CHP)!on!farms!and!community!sewer!plants!can!provide!a!needed!income!
stream!to!the!farmers!as!well!as!reduced!operating!costs.!Additionally,!there!is!a!
need!for!developing!more!bioLdigesters!for!animal!husbandry!operations!as!well!as!
municipalities.!!Both!types!of!plants!also!provide!much!needed!tax!base!to!rural!
counties.!These!types!of!projects!also!create!a!secondary!economic!impact!through!
the!maintenance!of!operation!of!the!facilities!that!translate!to!jobs!and!income.!
There!are!significant!threats!to!a!successful!implementation!of!this!business!line.!!
However!the!threats!do!not!diminish!the!market!need!for!rural!economic!
development!through!distributive!generation.!If!the!structural!barriers!can!be!
overcome,!there!is!likely!to!be!pent!up!demand!for!significant!amounts!of!
economically!viable!infrastructure!that!will!need!to!be!financed.!
*
Revenue*Opportunities**
It!is!estimated!that!there!are!150!hog!farms!and!50!dairies!that!may!be!economically!
viable!for!this!technology.!Additionally,!the!national!wind!generation!industry!has!
achieved!economies!of!scale!that!make!it!competitive!relative!to!avoided!costs!of!
new!natural!gas!and!coal!plants.!!It!is!estimated!that!there!is!sufficient!wind!in!
Missouri!to!generate!275,000!MWs!for!the!state.!Farms!in!windy!locations!such!as!
the!NW!region!of!the!state!have!an!opportunity!to!increase!their!income!through!
leasing!sites!for!the!generators.!!Finally,!there!are!also!opportunities!to!increase!the!
number!of!bio!digesters!on!farms.!This!increases!methane!production!that!can!be!
used!to!power!equipment!or!heat!buildings,!creating!energy!independence!for!
farms.!The!amount!of!financing!potential!in!the!market!is!significant.!!There!are!225!
communities!in!Missouri!that!may!benefit!from!a!combined!heat!and!power!plant!
and,!assuming!1O!loans!per!year!are!bonded,!has!the!potential!of!generating!up!to!
$450,000!in!fees.!!Additionally,!if!the!Authority!is!able!to!capture!½!of!one!percent!of!
the!potential!wind!generation!financing!requirements!annually!there!is!the!potential!
for!an!additional!$250,000!annually!in!bond!fees.*
External*Factors*
The!increasing!costs!of!upgrading!transmission!lines!will!keep!the!demand!for!
distributive!power!a!viable!option!to!meet!electrical!load.!There!are,!however,!
structural!barriers!that!may!present!significant!threats!to!this!business!line.!It!is!the!
structural!barriers!that!limit!the!revenue!probability!and!why!there!is!no!service!fee!
or!contract.!Having!said!this,!there!is!an!emerging!USDA!initiative!that!the!Authority!
may!be!able!to!find!interim!funding!to!develop!this!program.!However,!close!
coordination!with!MDED!will!be!required.!!The!two!programs,!MDED!and!Authority!

!
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are!just!different!enough!that!a!partnership!is!possible.!There!are!structural!barriers!
as!well!to!the!successful!implementation!of!this!business!line.!Much!of!the!rural!
power!grid!is!still!single!phase,!prohibiting!pushing!generation!onto!the!grid!and!
limiting!the!location!that!CHP!technology!can!be!used.!Additionally,!the!logical!
purchasers!of!this!generation!may!be!constrained!from!purchasing!this!power!by!
longLterm!purchase!power!agreements.!Finally,!there!are!a!number!of!jurisdictional!
authorities!that!have!the!power!to!thwart!the!Authority’s!entrance.!Also,!as!with!
energy!efficiency,!this!business!line!may!require!clarification!through!statutory!
reform.!
!

Fifth*Ranked*Business*Line:*Bonding*Bank*for*Solid*Waste**
Overview!!
The!rapid!increase!in!national!compressed!natural!gas!(CNG)!production!provides!
an!economic!opportunity!for!the!Authority!to!help!solid!waste!districts!convert!
waste!haulers’!trucks,!which!in!turn!can!create!a!demand!for!methane!recovery!
facilities!at!solid!waste!sites.!!Additionally,!the!IL70!corridor!through!Missouri!is!a!
heavily!traveled!truck!corridor!creating!an!opportunity!to!develop!CNG!facilities!
along!the!corridor!and!a!market!for!the!solid!waste!recovery!facilities.!Should!there!
be!a!national!policy!for!creating!a!flex!fuel!network!nation!wide,!Missouri!is!well!
positioned!to!participate!in!this!initiative!and!would!change!the!revenue!potential!
for!this!business!line.!The!federal!climate!makes!it!difficult!if!not!impossible!to!
predict!if!this!will!become!a!national!priority.!There!are!additional!significant!
threats!to!this!business!line.!It!is!the!significant!threats!not!lack!of!need!that!
weighted!this!business!line!last.!
!
Revenue*Opportunities**
This!study!did!not!identify!any!revenue!opportunities!without!significant!threats!to!
the!business!line.!!The!probability!of!success!is!low!enough!that!providing!a!market!
potential!would!be!purely!speculative.!
!
External*Factors*
The!threats!to!this!business!line!are!both!economic!and!political.!The!political!
threats!come!from!both!the!public!and!private!sectors.!In!the!public!sector,!the!solid!
waste!districts!are!wellLestablished!political!entities!that!may!perceive!the!Authority!
as!a!political!threat!to!their!sovereignty.!!The!private!sector!may!well!be!able!to!
finance!most!of!the!projects!privately.!The!explosion!of!CNG!production!has!created!
a!significant!price!difference!between!diesel!and!CNG!making!capital!conversion!
economically!feasible!and!it!may!be!that!the!market!will!create!the!necessary!
demand!to!convert!equipment!and!build!facilities.!The!private!sector!is!already!
undertaking!the!development!of!CNG!fueling!stations!and!conversion!of!their!fleets!
to!CNG,!and!could!see!a!public!sector!entrant!as!a!competitive!threat.!

!
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Model*Assumptions*
This!study!makes!a!number!of!assumptions!to!estimate!potential!revenues.!!
1. The!state!fee!revenue!is!predicated!on!how!closely!aligned!the!business!line!is!
with!DNR’s.!The!first!two!business!lines!are!closely!aligned!and!are!assigned!the!
same!dollar!amount.!!The!third!business!line!is!higher!because!there!is!a!low!
probability!of!the!Authority!earning!fees!from!debt!financing.!!If!DNR!or!EPA!
finds!merit!in!this!initiative!one!of!the!agencies!will!need!to!commit!the!
resources!to!design!and!build!a!market.!!This!will!require!more!resources!than!
the!outreach!and!technical!assistance!for!the!first!two!business!lines.!The!fourth!
business!line!does!not!have!a!fee!assigned.!!It!is!unclear!at!this!point!how!closely!
aligned!are!the!goals!of!the!Solid!Waste!District!and!EIERA’s!MDP!program.!!!
2. The!dollar!value!for!the!state!fees!ranging!from!$144K!to!$288K!was!calculated!
as!a!fully!loaded!FTE,!and!as!a!fully!loaded!FTE!plus!covering!the!Authorities!
current!general!and!administrative!costs.!
3. Debt!financing!fees!are!all!calculated!using!the!Authority’s!fee!schedule.!!The!
level!of!bond!issuance!is!determined!differently!for!each!business!line.!
4. The!majority!of!bond!issuance!for!the!energy!efficiency!business!line!is!based!on!
Ameren’s!projected!per!megawatt!hour!cost!applied!to!the!public!utility!sector.!
The!penetration!rate!assumes!only!energy!efficiency!projects!with!a!2Lyear!
payback,!about!2!percent!of!residential!consumption.!For!further!discussion!see!
pages!XX!of!the!main!report.!
5. The!bond!issuance!fees!for!stormwater!are!rated!very!high!because!of!the!
anticipated!EPA!rules!for!stormwater!management.!!There!are!three!primary!
sources!of!these!fees.!It!is!assumed!that!the!Authority!and!DNR!can!develop!a!
financing!package!to!fund!Kansas!City!and!St.!Louis!federal!consent!decree!
mandates.!!
6. Currently!there!are!over!140!permit!holders!in!the!state.!The!model!assumes!
there!will!be!$60M!annually!in!sewer!plant!upgrades.!!This!value!is!based!on!an!
average!of!2!sewer!plants,!about!1.5!percent!of!the!permit!holders!that!will!
annually!upgrade!to!capture!phosphates!and!nitrogen.!Finally,!there!is!an!
assumption!that!the!Authority!will!be!able!to!bundle!up!to!$30M!in!green!
infrastructure!projects!that!are!both!public!and!private.!For!further!discussion!
see!pages!XX!of!the!main!report.!
7. Within!the!fiveLyear!window!it!is!not!anticipated!that!there!will!be!any!bond!
issuance!for!nutrient!trading.!!The!longerLterm!outlook!is!that!there!would!be!
substantial!opportunities!for!bond!financing!as!the!market!develops.!For!further!
discussion!see!pages!XX!of!the!main!report.!
8. The!solid!waste!business!line!has!the!potential!to!issue!bonds!because!methane!
and!natural!gas!production!have!a!market!in!Missouri.!There!is!a!significant!
opportunity!for!Missouri!to!increase!its!energy!production!through!methane!
extraction!plants!as!well!as!pumping!stations,!truck!fleet!conversions,!and!
pipelines!that!all!may!be!constructed!within!the!next!20!years.!It!may!be!that!the!
private!sector!will!be!able!to!finance!a!good!portion!of!this!market!because!of!the!

!
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price!spread!between!gas!and!diesel.!!However!the!identified!barriers!and!
private!market!potential!make!this!market!very!difficult!to!get!a!preliminary!
market!potential!for!the!Authority!established.!!
9. Rural!assistance!debt!financing!is!rated!very!high!within!the!five!year!planning!
horizon.!!It!is!assumed!that!the!Authority!can!capture!up!to!2!percent!annually!of!
the!current!potential!demand!for!agriculture!cogeneration!demand!and!one!half!
of!one!percent!of!the!wind!generation!potential!in!Missouri.!For!further!
discussion!see!pages!XX!of!the!main!report.!
10. It!was!assumed!that!the!Authority!would!receive!an!annual!contract!either!
through!the!appropriate!state!or!the!federal!agency.!It!is!possible!that!it!may!be!a!
combination!of!sources!for!program!revenue.!!
11. This!study!does!not!contemplate!any!grant!revenues.!!The!political!atmosphere!
is!such!that!it!may!be!a!number!of!years!before!environmental!funding!is!
restored!to!prior!levels.!There!are!currently!opportunities!through!USDA!and!
DOE.!The!Authority!would!need!to!insure!that!seeking!grants!through!these!
agencies!is!compatible!with!other!state!agencies!that!utilize!these!resources.!
12. There!may!be!opportunities!to!generate!consulting!fees.!However,!the!staffing!
constraint!to!not!exceed!eight!employees!restricts!this!activity!as!a!substantial!
net!revenue!generator!for!the!Authority.!It!was!assumed!that!the!consulting!that!
may!occur!would!be!contracted!and!therefore!only!a!modest!portion!would!flow!
to!the!Authority!or!general!and!administrative!costs.!!The!exception!is!the!
nutrient!trading!business!line.!Revenues!were!projected!in!this!business!line!that!
would!flow!from!other!states!to!assist!in!the!development!of!a!multistate!
compact.!
!

Business*Line*Implementation*A*Next*Steps*
The!next!step!is!the!development!phase!of!the!business!line(s),!which!is!beyond!the!
scope!of!this!report.!This!analysis!should!include!an!in!depth!review!of!state!statutes!
and! Authority! rules! to! insure! the! report’s! recommendations! have! not! strayed!
beyond!the!Authority’s!established!side!boards.!!In!addition,!each!new!or!enhanced!
opportunity! will! require! a! business! plan! that! develops! the! organizational!
deployment!of!resources!to!achieve!the!stated!goals.!Broadly,!a!business!plan!would!
include!the!following:!
!
!
!
!

Market! research! (including! needs,! trends,! and! social! marketing! and! media!
opportunities),!
Business!strategy,!
Management!and!organizational!structure!assessment,!and!
Financial!plan!and!breakLeven!analysis.!

!
!

!
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
i!Green!infrastructure!is!a!general!term!to!describe!several!technologies!that!strive!to!either!keep!stormwater!on!
site,!use!ecological!processes,!or!a!combination!to!keep!stormwater!out!of!surface!water.!
ii!GAO,!2012,!Greater!Oversight!and!Additional!Data!Needed!for!Key!EPA!Water!Program,!Highlights!of!GAO!12L

335.!!The!319!EPA!grant!program!administered!through!DNR!is!for!surface!water!quality!and!watershed!
management!projects.!

iii!Distributive!energy!is!generally!defined!as!small!generation!facilities!often!serving!two!purposes,!such!as!

heating!and!power!generation!or!processing!waste!into!fertilizer!and!power!generation.!!Distributive!power!can!
also!mean!small!generation!plants!spread!across!a!transmission!distribution!system!that!balances!the!load!so!as!
to!avoid!the!cost!of!increasing!the!power!line!capacity.!

!
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number of states are looking at this
tool to assist them in managing their
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, there are a number of

Focus Group opinion on Nutrient trading Program
“I actually put the phosphate market as number two because what I was looking at is which of these
things have the biggest negative impact on the environment
think there’s a lot of potential to end up without any measurable results at the end of the day”

,
,
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There are potential technological
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options to purchase agreements to
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3.

Revenue model

matures,

conclusion

,
There are a number of risks in pursuing this business line ranging from political challenges
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The coalition of electric companies
0

PENNvESt: Nutrient trading Program:
,
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, if a

,
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oregon Freshwater trust (oFwt):

,

,
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Nc tar Pamlico Nutrient trading Program:
,
combat this issue,
,

Nc Neuse River basin Program:
,
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maryland’s Nutrient trading Program:
,

,
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virginia Nutrient trading Program:
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functionality into current recycling operations
bonding bank market
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Solid Waste Management District Grans

Missouri Market Development Fund
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.
We don’t need bonding for solid waste facilities . . . but there is need on the recycling facility side and
the economic opportunities associated with that . . .”
“I think that solid waste is the number one issue facing the state of Missouri . . . we’re the fourth

because everyone needs them.”

12
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installation of natural gas fueling stations in
13

methane Recovery Systems and land Fill Gas (lFG)

14
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This is an
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conclusion

Southside recycling
Permit Number:
date issued:
county:
Solid waste management district: L
contact:

St. Peters central material
Processing Facility
Permit Number:
date issued:
county:
Solid waste management district: l
contact:

Phone:
owner:

Phone:

Phone:
owner:

Phone:
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manchester transfer
Permit Number:
date issued:
county:
Solid waste management district: E
contact:

Phone:
owner:

meramec valley waste
Processing Facility
Permit Number:
county:
Solid waste management district:
contact:

Phone:
owner:

Phone:

0

Phone:
material recovery and transfer llc
Permit Number:
date issued:
county:
Solid waste management district:
operator:

Phone:
owner:

Phone:
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Focus Group opinion
million bucks to upgrade their horrible wastewater plant or change out water meters so they get
more revenue…”
“A lot of our rural communities are losing population and they’re dying. And we
see this on
the wastewater and drinking water infrastructure side. They can’t afford the infrastructure because
they don’t have enough population base … they’re losing population because there’s not opportunity
in these small towns and … we’re in the process of creating a plan where we can provide more holistic
looking at as a department.”
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2.

3.

4.
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Because of the compelling payback
per year resulting in an income stream
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case Study
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preeminent

wise use
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1
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,
on ‘unclear’
I got a lot of words that are kind of cloudy to me and doesn’t really grab my attention of
what it really does.”
“And I think it doesn’t, you’ve got acronyms, EIERA, you don’t use the words authority, energy,
improvement, environmental improvement or energy at all, barely (is) it in the mission, use it
“I have no idea what lifestyle meant so I, that whole sentence there, I focused on the lifestyle”
on ‘Preeminent’
“I’m wondering if somebody (at) USDA was sitting at the table with a challenge EIERA
exclusionary,”
“And maybe a mention of creating partnerships because that’s how I view the staff at EIERA.”
“a little bit hoity toity”
“not sure why they’re pre-eminent, Maybe primary is a better word”
“I’ve actually been advocating for a while that you need someone to help coordinate all”
“the energy and environmental functions of the state”
“Pre-eminent, I like that.”
Authority’ then you need to be the one”
on wise use
“Is a buzz-word for the whole right-wing corporate funded effort to dismantle environmental
regulations so it’s like, would seem like dog-whistle politics to some, and I don’t think it’s
meant that way but it’s a very laden term”
“Mostly because there’s a sort of a quasi organization called ‘Wise Use’ that’s funded by large
mining and petroleum and natural gas extraction interest”
“wise use to a lot of people means scorched earth policy”
“it’s not always guaranteed that you will get wise decisions.”
of what The Authority does.”
on ‘urban/Rural’
“For a state that’s so divisive, to have “urban and/or rural lifestyles,” splitting urban from
rural I think is not a good idea.”
“I don’t know why those are exclusive”
“I saw the word “food”, being the rural side and I’ve read the other material about the rural
assumption.”
boise state environmental Finance center

+EIERA
on ‘Sustainable’
“Sustainable, in some quarters, has quite a (negative connotation)”
“sustainable” because to us that’s probably fringe, agriculture,”
“we talk about a lot in rural settings, certainly co-ops we talk about quality of life so I might
maybe a little turn off to some folks.”

… organic, low-inputs, those type of things that

“sustainable, when I thought of it, it wasn’t the fringe part, it was the encroachment of losing
farm land”
other words or Phrasing concerned
security, clean and lifestyle”
“The Authority would necessarily be concerned with and words that stuck out were “food,
lifestyle, recreation”.
“I also circled the word “foster” because I believe foster is negative. It’s a negative because
preserve is one thing but to foster it that means you’re compromising and then later on you’re
saying “without compromising” …
opinion.”
“I underlined “security” and kind of goes with “wise decisions without compromising
(inaudible)” so they’re making a connection to me, if they’re making good decisions without
compromising current or future generations.”
“It’s either preserving, we’re not using or we’re using wisely in a sustainable fashion…”
other words or Phrasing liked
“provide solutions”. a big part of what The Authority (does)”
“I like it in general; I think the sound of it is good. It made me sort of feel positive about what
they were doing. I circled the word “security” giving citizens and visitors security that they
have access to all of these things and I also underlined the “without compromising the needs of
future generations” … it’s an important part of the vision of, or should be the important part
of the vision of this group.”
on Adding words/Phrases
“you have economic opportunities in the vision but I do think somehow you’re kind of missing
an opportunity to kind of use your mission and your vision to improve the economy,”
“The order has some bearing on this, yes, but the whole kind of “security of knowing” kind of
derails it for me. There’s no reason why it shouldn’t be committed to a state where citizens and
“I would add one word to the line “clean and affordable energy”, which is adding the word
“It says we’re committed to Missouri where citizens and visitors and I would add and
businesses.”
“I prefer the word “stewardship”

boise state environmental Finance center
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able to somehow to craft, or capture that in here might be helpful.”
on EIERA
“Think collaboration is kind of the key, collaboration amongst other state agencies,
collaboration amongst business groups, that kind of how I, that one and then, “technical
assistance” is a buzz-word.”
they do”
controls on coal plants or something like that so it’s working toward clean energy”
“is it perceived that EIERA is going to develop a state energy policy looking at future
EIERA, the Public Service Commission, DNR, or somebody else”
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“Just not familiar with
success of the program” and “may be an overlap with DNR water quality diversion DED CDBG can
also assist with drinking water”
This program has been helpful, especially with some of the smaller water systems”

“the work of the MMDP is not well known. MMDP’s work would
goals”
“Very helpful in that new markets can be time sensitive-EIERA is very aware of the need to
move quickly.”
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“has begun to have a negative effect”.

“was poorly managed”

“Staff are very helpful in walking us through the many
of coordination, planning and program integration can measurably increase overall effectiveness and
impact.”

. “I work closely with EIERA
in this area; they are helpful to DNR/DE by providing a secure fund for utilities weatherization funds
administered by DNR/DE”
There were 7 critiques that largely focused on marketing or growing the program. “This program activity
accompanied with administration coordination could be valuable in proper/effective implementation of

Not familiar with
this although I was aware of it”
“Program
has been effective in the past but now thought most went thru MDFB”. And, one comment wondered if
there should be consolidation of state agencies.
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, small communities felt the

,

,
.
Summary
,
,
,

,
, the
,
.

on lack of understanding
“Technically, it would be almost all of them.
“Well, I think the kind of knowledge, I knew they did something in that area but I’m not familiar with
it.
about the details,”
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“What line is drawn between the activities of DNR versus EIERA, is there a clear line or is there a

everything else that DEQ does, details, I don’t know if our DEQ, like our air program, could market to
the folks, the utilities that come in for air permits and say “Hey, by the way, if you need money, here’s
EIERA
.
“Need to start to look at protection in a more comprehensive way, watershed scale, there is
tremendous value in having a leader”
“opportunity in the septic system replacement”
and some of the really larger borrowers than it is to the small rural areas.”

proceed, I’ve seen that.”

that were very, very low priority for us so it would cause us to say OK, do we want to participate for
Praise for EIERA
“there is DNR, which is a regulatory and enforcement group and there’s EIERA, which is good
improve rather than punish.”

to make sure that community or that district stays sustainable.”
“Our experience, and I’m thinking more the market development, our experience with probably
three or four granting agents have been with the district and EIERA, they’re very comfortable …with
throwing ideas out and kind of helping us hone kind of a hare-brained idea and taking it to this could

pretty quick and you can’t say “We’re going to submit this grant a year down the road, we’ll look at it
for six months””
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on SRF Program
“ We have to start thinking about it from a watershed or a landscape level look at the problems. It’s
larger picture and how you tailor these programs to those larger situations”
“In the other activities, all of them are important but I think this view of watershed scale and large
scale has to be the driving force behind a lot of the key programs and when you get into market
one of the things that we had been looking at and were trying to identify sources in Kansas City, this
a lot of these people are lower income, they’re sort of in areas that we’ve put sewers in but now they
connection for them” so we’re looking for ways of helping them to identify it and we were told in that
instance they
don’t, we’re not going to assist you in any way”.
clean water and drinking water, I think there’s some misinformation or at least a misperception out
like that and I think we’ve come to learn, subsequently, that that’s really not the case. I’ve had state
staff tell me that “Well, yeah, no, we don’t want to do water meters,
“And guess I had the exact opposite experience in dealing with the SRF program and going
through that process. When we went to, in some of our attempts we were told that “You guys have
participated enough, these really are for smaller communities and not for large cities”
“I’ve heard a lot of communities extol the program (SRF) and how great it is but there’s also a lot of
it is to access it, I understand it takes a general obligation bond, voter passed, to get into the program
and it seems like there’s a pretty high hurdle to get into it”

“I think one thing also, on the positive side, when the state target grants, the DNR target grants in
the solid waste program went away the EIERA grants even became more important from the market
development and the recycling standpoint. The target grants had been primarily used for equipment
we were very pleased to have that as still another tool.”
“I don’t really want EIERA funding my competitors…. I have a lot of direct experience with their
market development program: It’s not positive.
able to do in the rural communities.”
“It’s badly needed there but it’s also in rural areas, especially”
boise state environmental Finance center
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“Well, the market development program, it seems like there has been that tool for us to help
businesses get equipment to process materials, it’s one of the few things that we have in the state
that’s helped to launch some recovered materials industry and in that respect that seems to be a good
program.”

“Where Missouri needs to go is to take that next step into economic development and develop
packages to bring remanufacturing industries on a large scale into Missouri. EIERA is not going to
achieve that with 50 and 70 thousand dollar grants

“You’ve been very great to work with.”
“Division of Energy is who works closely with the EIERA to house the funding that (inaudible) case is
to get the funding commitments so utilities were more comfortable with the funds being deposited in
the EIERA,”
“It’s a very effective program, you can get a lot of energy savings out of weatherization.
“What EIERA does is very appropriate, they administer the funds …I think it’s a very well-run
program. It’s not getting to where it’s used as widely as it should be”

“I’ve worked with both (inaudible) on steering committees on the marketing development program

clean up the land the city would not have been able to purchase the property at that time. And thank

the EPA level is a lot more challenging to us. Having The Authority provide that program and that
assistance to work through that process and access that funding is huge for us.”
and we’ve completed other clean ups through EPA grants but this particular clean up was an EIERA
grant ….but this has been very smooth and actually much less administration on our end, working
with EIERA rather than an EPA grant.”
“I know this has been around forever and there are, I think a few states, that have only one entity
in the state that issues bonds, it’s for all purposes because bond issuance is the only restricted in
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Missouri for certain purposes by statute and one could question whether or not it’s, that’s less
whether that’s really necessary.”
Activity Bonds, the outreach is not there or the understanding of the program or the process is not

“There’s a lot of interesting innovating things going on within Missouri in government in particular
yet we’re not very good at tooting our own horn about it for whatever reason it seems”
“here’s my beef with all-state agencies… we tend to list all of our programs separately on our websites
without looking at what the customer’s needs are so if you go on our website you’ll see a list of all
the DED programs and that’s really kind of stupid because if you’re really trying to get the customer
dedicated to the customer rather than only listing your agencies’ resources”
“DNR goes to everybody and it’s nice to have an article once in a while but really understanding what
development maybe through the various conferences and associations that work off the ground with
the target communities or clients, that there could be some sort of program that transports around
that’s a panel discussion”
bonding authorities and all of them have an economic development component to them”
“We’ve run across exactly what you’re saying in so many places in the state where we’re used to
working with the local economic developer. EIERA comes in they don’t, they’re not accountable to
economical development, they don’t coordinate with the local economical development, they don’t
coordinate with us, they give somebody money and bam, and then they’re gone.”
“the Economic Development Corporation of Kansas City and its counterpart in St. Louis and other
cities as well, making sure that they’re aware that, “Oh, we can’t help you through this program”,
which is their normal sort of path that they take a company down, “but The Authority has this
program and you should really look into it or we can get you hooked up with it” or whatever, so that, I
think, would be helpful.”

part of the week there was a national WEF Collections Systems conference but it really kind of
opportunities to network”,
“I think the biggest thing is to continue outreach”
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“Need someone to coordinate the 17 or so agencies who do weatherization”
“We’ve really got to change the perspective in Missouri to more of a regional focus, watersheds,
waste sheds and so on, there’s a lot of divide and conquer politics in Missouri. Unless we can start
to see a little bit of a bigger picture here I think we’re going to continue to struggle with making the
appropriate investments to achieve the things that are kind of set forth in the mission statement...
we need a lot more help doing that and someone to try to get those oars pulling in the same direction
and I think that’s really, really a challenge.”
“Figure out is there
system so these 17
or however many
agencies that actually
implemented the
weatherization funding
can continue to do that
work in the absence of
the stimulus money”
“We’ve looked to EIERA even stronger when some of the other funding sources were taken away and I
think you have to always be aware of areas that would need assistance and for whatever reason there
“I think that’s a role that the EIERA can really step into based on their statutory structure and their
board composition, where they have representation from a variety of different state agency interests
and private interests.”
“I think there’s tremendous opportunity for The Authority to be the nexus for a lot of different
policy initiatives and priorities from the state.
programs that are environmentally focused but have a tremendous economic development aspect to
them,”
“I think that we need to start doing that and we need to start looking more at innovation and that
have for funding innovation.”
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the focus groups

may also account for

other four business

. . . I think they’re all very exciting to have . . . hold some great possibilities”
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,

Alternative One: Statewide Financier for Energy Efficiency
D. This business is being done by another state agency.

7% to 11%
(3) DNR, PACE, DNR-DOE, MDA,

E. If this business line is being done by other agencies, please list them.
F. There is value partnering with other agencies.

PACE, DED

11% to 13%
Alternative Two: Financing Best Management Practices for Urban Storm Runoff
6% to 8%

D. This business is being done by another state agency.
E. If this business line is being done by other agencies, please list them.
F. There is value partnering with other agencies.

(2) DNR,MSD, STL, KC, (3) Local
Govt. EPA, MDNR, USACE

8% to 13%
Alternative Three: Developing a Nutrient Trading Market for Phosphate, Nitrogen and Sediments
3% to 8%

D. This business is being done by another state agency.
E. If this business line is being done by other agencies, please list them.
F. There is value partnering with other agencies.
E. If this business line is being done by other agencies, please list them.

9% to 12%
Local Waste Water Districts

Alternative Four: Bonding Bank for Solid Waste Facilities
D. This business is being done by another state agency.
F. There is value partnering with other agencies.
D. This business is being done by another state agency.
E. If this business line is being done by other agencies, please list them.

6% to 8%
6% to 13%
8%
(2) DNR, PSC, USDA, Ec Dev, DED

Alternative Five: Environmental Financing for Rural Areas and Small Towns
5% to 8%

D. This business is being done by another state agency.
E. If this business line is being done by other agencies, please list them.
F. There is value partnering with other agencies.

Ag Econ Dev., (2) DNR-DOE, Solid
Waste Districts

7% to 13%

Springfield Group not asked

,

on understanding EIERA
“. . . I think there could be a lot of opportunities for some integration of what EIERA can
provide to the Department, especially in that realm”
working with a lot of private sector folk and talking about how the solid waste management
program, (and) EIERA kind of work together so it’s really good to be here to really work with
that and understand more about it.”
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“Billions of dollars of development going on it’s exciting … people are really digging in and
looking for economically viable ways to develop their infrastructure, to address the crumbling
water systems and so forth and that’s good for our business but it’s a challenge. It’s exciting
fantastic.”

reductions immediately begin to translate into improved quality, improved environment and
all the other repercussions from that.”
agency running it and they’ve had some particular success in the smaller towns and how they
structurized (sic) it,… it was pretty exciting.”
“We’ve worked with EIERA as a senior manager, one of the senior managers on their SRF
program so we’re actively involved with that and we’re actively involved with SRF programs
across the country so this is a great opportunity for us to expand the scope of the services
offered by The Authority and the mission and they’re kind of bringing everything up to date.”
“I think the biggest bang for the buck is found in that area . . . the rural communities, the
“There’s so many programs and stuff out there already, we’ve got one, Energize Missouri, the
some, in some cases, I’m not sure that we need someone else,

community. We received a 20 million dollar grant from the federal government to do, to start
always a need to do, it seems like everybody wants to do more …, from my perspective, would
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be tremendously helpful.”

opportunity that actually will bring money back to the local economy because, through the

there’s going to be some real opportunities as we start to look at alternative energies down
the road, whether it be solar or wind or whatever, and I would, again, I would expect that
EIERA would be something that would be very interested in

on Storm water Program
“Well,
“Well, right now, that’s where the rubber is meeting the road. So many, so many of our
environmental issues are now boiling down to non-point source, which is you and me, and that
the scope of how we reach the people who have to make those decisions to change their
practices when you start working on the non-point sources it’s a whole different ball game.”
“Right, for several reasons, I think even though MS4 program has been around since late
to realize, … their water and wastewater and storm water issues, and I think it’s an area that
implement some of our TMDL’s that are to address urban storm water run-off and it’s a very
tough nut to crack and I think because this would be an area that’s very similar to some of the
put it as high priority.”
“There are several things in here about the storm water and the other things, and I didn’t see
their waste water systems, which are usually the highest energy users
“And I actually have a question on the storm water. To put any more money into developing
storm water plants in Missouri doesn’t seem logical to me until we would actually go through,
because we are so out of date, most of our storm plants, frankly, if they’re anywhere near a
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practices for urban storm run-off.” We’re continuing to run up against issues in this regard

but this is an issue that municipalities are in the midst of having to deal with and the huge
across all lines is that storm water.”
on Nutrient trading
Almost universal (group feeling), I ranked nutrient trading last, that said, I think if there, if
there is a role for the state in nutrient trading EIERA is the natural vehicle for that because
of another department or agency in the state that would be a more likely candidate for it.”
“I actually put the phosphate market as number two because what I was looking at is which of
these things have the biggest negative impact on the environment
“I don’t know squat about nutrient trading markets or anything like that but it occurs to me
that, and the political challenge.”
“I got to believe that you would have to do this on a multi-state level on a Missouri/Mississippi
river shed with multiple states bordering those for it to work.” I thought it was actually a
pretty good but I ranked (it last), I don’t think it’s feasible”
“Timeline involved, that it would be a really, it says that in the recap that it would take
measurable results at the end of the day”
“The issue being nutrients among other things but also, this is, the ag sector obviously plays
a big part in this and trying to address the agriculture sector through regulatory means
will not work for many reasons, politically and economically for them because typically
they’re working at the margins, they don’t have as much opportunity to pass on costs to their
customer. So to me, and I come from an air pollution background where we had the acid rain
program, which was a resounding success, I see trading as an area that is very exciting and I
“Go upstream and I think maybe the real problem is over-regulation.”
“I guess I do see you have a point on that, but the EPA is going to be issuing, I guess, rules on
nutrient removal in the next 5 years or something so, unfortunately, the state, we are going to
have to address that so I think creative ways of looking at addressing it, regardless of how we
feel about overall regulation and stuff, all of it,… we’re doing disinfection, we have disinfection
in our treatment plants which are going to improve the, reduce the bacteria in the Missouri
opportunities that people take a creative way of looking at meeting,”
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“We’ve been doing some pollution work in the region with farms and a lot of the nutrient
nutrients it’s more like addressing the end problem rather than the source of the problem and
if there would be, to me it needs to be a more comprehensive package that looks at, I mean one
sprayer systems, they were out of caliber.”
on Solid waste bonding bank
We don’t need bonding for solid waste facilities, I mean, we need to look at the recycling
facilities and the market development aspects of recovering material and not the transfer
stations and the trash trucks and the disposal sites, that’s gone regional like we need to do
with watersheds and it’s handled by fewer and fewer larger companies and so forth so there’s
not the need for that on solid waste on disposal facility but there is need on the recycling
facility side and the economic opportunities associated with that but that’s not what that
presented.”
“I think that solid waste is the number one issue facing the state of Missouri. It pollutes
rising. It impacts every industry that’s across there but it is a huge resource that’s being
treated as a waste and so oftentimes when it comes to managing solid waste, ... At the end
can’t pollute water and say you have safe drinking water, period. …, I’ve got my horse because
that’s, it’s a big irritating thing for me to hear about the economic issues but we’re not dealing
with the environmental issues because without this environment there is no economy.”
“Yeah, setting up solid waste facilities, everyone talks about the return on value in terms
of the economic cost but it’s hard to measure the economic cost … treat them more as a
exportation of resources to other states and kind of hopefully do some more full circle type
be great because everyone needs them”
“well I’d say two-thirds of the solid waste management districts in the state of Missouri
are administered by the regional planning commission, .... Those solid waste management
districts and the staffs, organizations that administer those district programs are very
familiar with the Missouri market development program so there’s a good alignment there
and I think you see, perhaps some of the other programs that The Authority supports and
offers, the awareness of it is, can be focused on particular agencies, organizations or programs
that actually more readily accesses those types of services.
“we look at the waste district grants, the local money that comes back through the program,
we’re trying to help a start-up company or help a company that’s doing well expand, that sort
of thing.”
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on Rural community Assistance
“ . . . the primary focus ought to be state-wide and not rural.”
communities aren’t looking for 50 million dollars, they’re looking for a few million bucks
to upgrade their horrible wastewater plant or change out water meters so they get more
“A lot of our rural communities are losing population and they’re dying. And we
see this on the wastewater and drinking water infrastructure side. They can’t afford the
infrastructure because they don’t have enough population base … they’re losing population
because there’s not opportunity in these small towns and … we’re in the process of creating
very well with one of the initiatives that we’re looking at as a department”
environmental progress for a whole lot of reasons. Money seems to be the excuse sometimes,
sometimes it’s actually the fact but we have to focus on some of the smaller accounts because
so much of what we’re trying to protect and preserve lies in those smaller towns and rural
areas.”

tasked to do
of, it’s going to get chaotic.”
“On risk generally afraid that a lot of time can be wasted without progress and has the
possibility of political fall out.”

Is there Something missing

“There’s obviously, there’s a need in the state of Missouri to grow new businesses in terms of
entrepreneurial businesses and one of the things that the Department of Energy has funded
regionally and they do, we do, we partner with them in the (inaudible) Center and its clean
energy trust competition. That’s the DOE funds $100,000 prize for student-based businesses
of, it’s kind of like a gimmick, it’s like a contest, $100,000” … And the second idea is that
for EIERA to be well known I think you need to go directly to the residential, to the actual
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customers. You’re kind of going through businesses, you’re going through municipalities but
State-wide instead of going through municipality or going through a county, going directly to
EIERA that way the legislature would also know more about you, the residents would know
about you, get more public (inaudible)”
on more Research and bmPs
“I think there’s a need for someone to be a conduit for research and best practices research
and somehow do a collaborative efforts and advocacy and so on that can lead to the
we need to have, I see limited role for technical assistance by EIERA and much bigger need
and opportunity on the research sides of things as well as the collaboration and advocacy to
assistance.”

from their operations, fund their board expenses, it’s all fee generated so no matter what they
do, and they can’t go out and create a wonderful program and expect that they’re going to
have millions of dollars to grant money into it and to feed and subsidize it because they don’t
get that kind of money.”

on urban Rural Partnership
that and we provide that service, Kansas City does, for all the, in addition to Kansas City, but
also all the communities surrounding us and stuff. In partnership with Mark (inaudible) at
regional council we do outreach activities in lots of other cities and stuff like. That’s, that
waste stream seems to be growing Even, the state of Missouri, we are now providing that
waste drop off for the, we are working an agreement to provide waste drop off for the entire
state because there aren’t any other facilities that do it. So apparently there’s a huge gap
in servicing needs out there. We’re also working on a agreement, this with the expansion of
methamphetamine issues
stuff like that, all the chemicals from those things end up there
so we’re actually now having to provide that service outside of the Kansas City area where we
have to send somebody to that site to actually take those chemicals out
“I understand the needs of small rural communities and stuff, but as far as residents and
poverty, things like that, those rates that are passing on to them, they have to pay and a
small rural community may have a lot of people that, potentially at that poverty line but I
know I have 25,000 residents whose household income is less than $15,000 and I’m passing
on rate increases to meet all these other needs. Those, the taxes, I guess my thing is to insure
People over here have chosen to live over here but they have to incur an awful lot, they have
to incur higher crime rates, they have to pay higher taxes, they have to pay higher sales taxes,
they have to pay an awful lot and then what we do is we say is “But we want to make sure
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we’re saving lots of rural communities” and those are important, I’m not trying to suggest,
but the fact is that this idea that somehow the, our lower income here because they live and
“(multiple
participants agreeing)
on Focus
“I would have to say they need to stick to who they are, which is about the environment
and the energy and it doesn’t always equal economics. DED deals with economics. Stick
with environmental being the, your environment, protecting the environment as being your
number one thing, even if it costs a little bit more, that’s your niche because we understand
can do but that niche of protecting the environment and being about the environment, to me,
“don’t be trying to become everything to everyone, stick to the things that this Authority is
good at and does well and that has the most impact as opposed to “Well, we’d like to have a
sounded like was “Oh wow, this is becoming kind of a behemoth as opposed to a focused group
that has a particular vision and mission.””

niche for us.”
technical assistance, which I really liked, and part of my frustration always is when I know
no one that really either has the time or it’s their role to provide that kind of hand-holding
programs… I think that’s huge.”
on business line Idea
suggested strongly that states look into spending SRF, the revolving fund money not only
for municipal sewers but also for remediation of septic.”
“Something else too that, along the line or partnerships, we have the community partnership
with the Ozarks, which administers some of the large HUD grants … and they have a number
of collaboratives
that represent different focus areas in the community including an
environmental collaborative and … with Caring Communities and some of those programs is
health and human services … a very good marriage between health and human services and
environmental issues I know about the weatherization program and some of those kind of,
you wouldn’t necessarily call them traditional bed-fellows but there are some very, I guess you
would say unconventional partnership that can be made in that arena as well.”
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on midwest values
“We’re known in our area of the state for getting everybody together around the table and
not agree on something else tomorrow but we agree right now this has to be addressed.”
on Reaching out
“Get the word out about
information And the small business incubators like at Missouri State and some of those too.
“I appreciate, I appreciate EIERA doing this.”
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